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About the Structure

of my Autism



Considerations in four fields:

clothing

own body

other humans

signs and formulas



  clothing: inside and outside

showing the inside outside

inside = outside

being open

unable to hide



clothing: secluded

cocoon

at home

sheltered

sensitive



clothing: camouflaged

camouflage:

adaption

perception

being invisible

being conspicuous



clothing: varied similarity

creativity is based 
on routine

routine requires 
creativity

variety within the similar
similarity within the varied



own body: inside and outside

Iimmune deficiency:
   extradited to exterior structures

inflamed mucous membranes: 
   barriers in „war mode“

defenceless
sensitive

penetrable



own body: secluded

occlusion of pylorus (no food)

 intestinal cramps (no dejection)

 inflamed sinuses
(no breath)

 phimosis 
(no sexual acts)



own body: camouflaged

a humanoid looking alien

merging with the environment

no boundary – no I



own body: camouflaged

a humanoid looking alien 

merging with the environment

no boundary – no I



own body: varied similarity

  high consistancy in life

  no puberty

  no growing-up

  continuously getting older

  fragmentated memories

  deterministic attitude
towards life



other humans: inside and outside



other humans: secluded



other humans: camouflaged



other humans: varied similarity



signs & formulas: inside and outside

„tree“
        expression

               impression



signs & formulas: secluded

formulas don‘t
tell stories

  ei
=-1

„I‘m nothing within the universe
the universe is within myself“



signs & formulas: camouflaged

reality is consealed 
by language
(not made accessible)

reality dissolves 
within struktures 
(during overloads)



signs & formulas: varied similarity
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structure of „my“ autism

inside and outside inside = outide open defenceless
sensitive in person within others
express oneself

secluded at home protected within a glass cover
not living no stories

camouflaged adaption perception invisible
attracting attention alien merging 
no ego being similar structures

varied similarity similarity within variety
constancy determinism
no memories



structure of „my“ autism

inside = outside
open = sensitive

closed up = protected
at home = not living

camouflage = perceive
invisible = adapted

similar = different
routine(s) = creativity





why structure?

Cerebral cortex     consciousness 

↑ ↑

neuronal structure semantic structure (language)

↑ ↑

   cerebrum unconscious

↑ ↑

  perception processing

↑

  perception



why structure?

cerebral cortex: consciousness

objects, items

logical connections

< 10 operations at once

cerebrum: unconscious

relations, structures

associative connections

> 200000 operations at once



thinking and structure

neuronal structure

↕
semantic structures

language

↕
Assoziationsnetzwerke

visual perception

perception of the body etc.



thinking and structure

semantic (lingual) network of
associations

flow of associations
without structure



thinking and structure

(central) coherent (entangled) thinking
high connectivity, „holistic“
networks of associations cover each other widely
language is the commanding „master structure“

incoherent (disconnected) thinking
low connectivity, „autistic“
networks of associations cover each other only partly
they exist equivalently side by side

different thinking types, depending on
connections / coverage of networks
dominance of particular networks of associations




